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Abstract

Acoustic measurements made in the atmosphere have shown significant fluctuations in amplitude and phase resulting from the interaction with time varying meteorological conditions. The observed variations appear to have short term and long term (1-5 minutes) variations at least in the phase of the acoustic signal. One possible way to account for this long term variation is the use of a large scale wind driven turbulence model. From a Fourier analysis of the phase variations, the outer scales for the large scale turbulence is 200 meters and greater, which corresponds to turbulence in the energy-containing subrange. The large scale turbulence is assumed to be elongated longitudinal vortex pairs roughly aligned with the mean wind. Due to the size of the vortex pair compared to the scale of our experiment, the effect of the vortex pair on the acoustic field can be modeled as the sound speed of the atmosphere varying with time. The model provides results with the same trends and variations in phase observed experimentally.
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Introduction

Random fluctuations in the acoustical index of refraction in the atmosphere is the result of the presence of turbulence. These random fluctuations in the acoustical index of refraction results in fluctuations of the amplitude and phase of an acoustic wave. The variations in the amplitude and phase show changes occurring over two different time scales. The short term variations correspond to turbule sizes on the order of 1 meter, while the long term variations seem to correspond to turbule sizes on the order of 100 m and greater.

The aim of this work was to develop a descriptive model for large scale wind driven turbulence and the effects of large scale turbulence on the sound field. The model will describe the shape and horizontal and vertical wind velocity profiles for the turbulence. Due to the size of the turbules in relation to the experiment conducted, a simple phase model was developed to perform phase variation calculations using the results from the large scale turbulence model.

Atmospheric Effects

Before the model for the large scale wind-driven turbulence is presented, lets first examine the dynamics of the atmosphere. In discussing the details of air flow, it is convenient to consider the atmosphere to be divided into a number of horizontal layers (figure 1). The region in which the atmosphere experiences surface effects through vertical exchanges of momentum, heat, and moisture is called the planetary boundary layer (PBL) or is sometimes referred to as the friction layer. Panofsky and Dutton\(^1\) defines the depth of the PBL, \(h\), as the thickness of the turbulent region next to the ground which is also called the mixing layer. Another height used to describe the thickness of the PBL in the daytime is the height \(z_i\) of the lowest inversion. Actually, \(h\) tends to be roughly 10% larger than \(z_i\) because the lowest part of the inversion is still turbulent, partly because of overshooting from below, partly because there is often strong wind shear in the inversion.

The lowest part of the PBL is called the surface layer. In this layer, the characteristics of turbulence and the vertical distribution of mean variables are relatively simple. There is no precise definition of the surface layer. Qualitatively, the surface variations of vertical fluxes can be ignored. Typically, the fluxes are large at the surface and decrease to zero near the top of the PBL.
The main problem is calculating the height of the lowest inversion $z_i$. This value is important since it represents the largest size an inhomogeneity can be in the atmosphere. According to Panofsky and Dutton\textsuperscript{1}, the horizontal wind speed fluctuations are related to $z_i$ by

$$\frac{\sigma_u}{u_*} = \left(12 - 0.5 \frac{z_i}{L_{mo}}\right)^{1/3}$$ (1)

where $u_*$ is the friction velocity and $L_{mo}$ is the Monin-Obukhov length. If variations in the horizontal wind speed are due to purely mechanical turbulence, an alternate formula for $u_*$ can be used for $z > z_o$:

$$u_* = \frac{uk}{\ln(z/z_o)}$$ (2)

where $k$ is the von Karmon constant (0.4), $u$ is the horizontal wind speed at height $z$, and $z_o$ is the roughness length. Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) and solving for $z_i$ results in

$$z_i = 2L_{mo} \left[12 - \left(\frac{\sigma_u}{ku}\right)^3 \ln^3\left(z/z_o\right)\right]$$ (3)

This provides the height of the lowest inversion in terms of Monin-Obukhov length, the fluctuation of the horizontal wind speed, and the roughness length. The Monin-Obukhov length can be estimated using tables 1 and 2 knowing the surface wind, incoming solar radiation, and the roughness length (for table 2, the roughness length was 0.05 meters for the experiments\textsuperscript{1}).

**Experimental Procedure and Data Analysis**

A series of line-of-sight propagation measurements were made over relatively flat open farm land. A run consisted of an eight minute record of signals received simultaneously at five transverse microphones mounted one meter above the ground and one microphone mounted near the source for a reference (figure 2). The sound source was driven by a tape with a prerecorded signal consisting of a mixture of eight tones centered at one octave spacings beginning at 62.5 Hz. This geometry is similar to the geometry Daigle\textsuperscript{2,3} used in his experiments.

The meteorological data was collected using a series of three-cup anemometers and temperature probes at four heights; 3, 10, 30, and 110 ft. The data acquisition system provided a five minute period of wind speed, wind direction, and temperature as well as the maximum and minimum values during the five minute period. Measurements of the fluctuating wind speed and temperature data were also made using the techniques outlined by Johnson\textsuperscript{4}.

The Fourier transform of the amplitude and phase variations contains the spectrum of the fluctuations of the sound field due to turbulence present.
in the atmosphere. The spectral peaks are related to the scale of turbulence $L$ by “Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulence” which relates the temporal and spatial turbulence scales by

$$L = \bar{u}\tau$$

(4)

where $\bar{u}$ is the mean wind speed and $\tau$ is the characteristic time associated with the temporal measurements. Taylor’s equation can be rewritten as

$$L = \frac{\bar{u}}{\nu}$$

(5)

where $\nu = 1/\tau$. Calculations of $L$ show the different scales of turbulence present in the atmosphere during the experiment. Figure 3 is for a run where the wind speed is low. The spectrum shows several peaks which represent the different scales of turbulence present in the atmosphere for that run. Figure 4 is for a run where the wind speed is high. The only spectral peak present is one at a low frequency. This implies that the only scale of turbulence which is affecting the phase is on the order of a few hundred meters in size.

Some caution must be noted here about this type of analysis. The location of the low frequency peak may be a result of insufficient frequency resolution due to the length of the sample analyzed. A longer time sample might shift the low frequency peak to even lower frequencies.

The Fourier transform for the amplitude variations were also computed. There is not a spectral peak for the amplitude at the low frequency end of the spectrum. Large scale variations in the atmosphere cause changes in the sound field resulting in refractive variations instead of a scattering process as in small scale turbulence.

Large Scale Turbulence Model

The first problem is to obtain, from experimental measurements, a clear idea of the structure and motion of the turbulence. From now on, frequent references will be made to ‘eddies’ of the turbulent motion, a word intended to describe flow patterns with spatially limited distributions of vorticity and comparatively simple forms. Since the experimental data consists of point measurements, the identification of eddy types must be by informed guesswork followed by measurements designed to confirm the guess.

According to Tennekes, there appears to exist in all turbulent shear flows more or less distinct large eddies with relatively long lifetimes. Townsend was the first to investigate the structure and dynamics of these large scale vortices. Townsend was struck by the fact that in all turbulent shear flows he knew, the eddy viscosity $K_m$, nondimensionalized by appropriate length and velocity scales, turned out to be a number that is relatively independent of the flow considered. Townsend hypothesized that the large eddies must be responsible for this universality. According to
Townsend, the eddies are elongated longitudinal vortex pairs in the boundary layer, roughly aligned with the mean flow, figure 5.

The lifetimes of the eddies are greater than the length of time for data runs discussed here. For this analysis, they will be considered to be "permanent". Note that secondary circulations cause local regions of horizontal convergence near the surface. Those regions are the sites of vigorous turbulence production rates, and may be responsible for the generation of most of the Reynold stress in the boundary layers. Tennekes concludes that the eddies are capable of relatively long lifetimes because the mean shear is an adequate source of energy.

If a stream function $f(x,z)$ for a particular arrangement of eddies is known, there are several parameters of the eddy system which can be calculated. Stream functions are a type of function which describe the streamlines in a flow. Streamlines are regions where the velocity vectors of the fluid are tangent at a particular instant. The velocity distribution of the eddy can be calculated using

$$u(x,z) = -\frac{\partial f(x,z)}{\partial z}$$

and

$$v(x,z) = \frac{\partial f(x,z)}{\partial x}$$

where $u(x,z)$ and $v(x,z)$ are the horizontal and vertical wind speeds respectively. The functional form of the stream function which represents an eddy pair is

$$f(x,z) = A[\cos(lx) + e^{-l^2/\alpha_x^2}e^{-\frac{1}{4}\alpha_z^2 r^2}$$

where $A$ is a constant specifying the intensity of the eddy pair, $\alpha^2 r^2 = \alpha_x^2 x^2 + \alpha_z^2 z^2$, $l$ is the characteristic wavenumber of the eddy pair, and $\alpha_x$ and $\alpha_z$ are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers for the eddy pair. The coordinates $(x,z)$ are relative to the center of the eddy pair. Townsend uses a characteristic wavenumber for the eddy pair of $\pi \alpha_x$.

Using equations (6) and (7), the horizontal and vertical wind speed are

$$u(x,z) = B\alpha_x^2 z[\cos(lx) + e^{-l^2/\alpha_x^2}e^{-\frac{1}{4}\alpha_z^2 r^2}$$

and

$$v(x,z) = -B\{2l \sin(lx) + \alpha_x^2 x[\cos(lx) + e^{-l^2/\alpha_x^2}]}e^{-\frac{1}{4}\alpha_z^2 r^2}$$

where $B = A/2$. Figure 6 is the horizontal wind speed versus height for $x = 0$ m, $\alpha_x = 0.0043$ m$^{-1}$, $\alpha_z = 0.0087$ m$^{-1}$, and $B = 2000$ m$^2$/s. The negative height refers to a vertical position below the center of the eddy pair. Figure 7 is the horizontal wind speed versus range for $z = -150$ m using the same parameters as in the previous figure. The negative range refers to a horizontal position to the left of the center of the eddy pair.
For this work, the size and intensity of the eddy pairs were determined from meteorological data taken in the field. The standard deviation of the wind speed was calculated using a TSI hot wire anemometer. Using the standard deviation of the wind speed, the roughness length, the wind speed at height $z$, and estimating the Monin-Obukhov length from table 2, the height of the lowest inversion layer $z_i$ is calculated using equation (3). This provides a maximum height of the eddy pair. The Fourier transform of the phase variation provides an estimate of the lower limit for the horizontal extent of the eddy pair. For the data analyzed, the average of the wind speed over five minutes at a given height remains essentially constant for successive five minute periods; the maximum and minimum variations in the wind speed must occur within that five minute period. Assuming that the eddy pair is carried by the mean wind, the maximum horizontal length scale is just the mean wind times five minutes.

The information known at this point allows $\sigma_\infty$ and $\alpha_e$ to be estimated. Next, the variational constant $B$ of the eddy pair must be estimated. The value of $B$ in equation (9) is varied until the fluctuation of the horizontal wind speed agrees with the maximum and minimum wind speeds recorded over a five minute period on the tower. With these three parameters estimated, the eddy pair model will provide the horizontal and vertical wind speed with range and height.

**Determination of Eddy Pair Parameters**

The meteorological data consisted of five minute averages with the maximum and minimum of the wind speed in that period. A direct calculation of the scale sizes of the eddy pairs can not be made since they typically passed the tower in less than five minutes. The procedure used to determine the eddy pair parameters outlined in the previous section is used for the experimental runs examined.

The first experiment to be examined is Run 2.1 of January 11, 1985. The important constants are the mean wind speed, the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, and the constant, $B$, for the eddy pair. The mean wind speed is calculated from the meteorological profiles of the experimental runs by performing a curve fit to equation (2). The procedure to determine the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers is to use equation (3) for calculating the height of the first inversion layer and using this height to calculate the vertical height of the eddy pair. The curve fit to equation (2) provides values for the roughness length and the friction velocity. The horizontal wind speed fluctuation, $\sigma_u$, is determined from the hot wire measurements. Using the mean wind speed and incoming solar radiation, the Monin-Obukhov length can be estimated from table 2.

For the experiment in question, the day was overcast with a light wind of 3.3 m/s. Using tables 1 and 2 for incoming solar radiation and a surface wind speed of 3.3 m/s, the Monin-Obukhov length, $L_{mo}$, was estimated to be 20 meters. From analysis of the five minute wind speed measurements
with height, the horizontal wind speed fluctuation was 0.40 m/s. For the experiments discussed, the roughness length was estimated from table 3 to be 0.05 meters. Using these parameters, the height of the first inversion layer was calculated to be 450 meters using equation (3).

Using the condition that the eddy pair traverses past the tower within a five minute period, the maximum eddy pair size possible to traverse the field of propagation is 990 meters. If the dimensions of each eddy are 450 m, then the eddy pair has a horizontal length of 900 meters. This size is less than the maximum size constraint dictated by the five minute measurement period. Using equation (9), the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers \( \alpha_x \) and \( \alpha_z \) for the eddy pair are 0.125 m\(^{-1}\) and 0.025 m\(^{-1}\).

To determine the constant \( B \) in equation (9), the maximum and minimum wind speed fluctuations within a five minute segment with height are compared with the wind speed fluctuations predicted by the model. The parameter \( B \) is varied until the predicted wind speed variations fit those observed for a five minute segment. For the date in question, the value of \( B \) which best fit the data is 200 m\(^2\)/s.

The next experimental run was Run 1.1 of December 13, 1984. This day differed from January in that the mean wind speed and horizontal wind speed fluctuations were much greater. The mean wind speed was 6.3 m/s while the horizontal wind speed fluctuation was 1.0 m/s. Table 6.6 in Panofsky and Dutton\(^1\) is used to determine the value of \( L_{mo} \). Using this table, the value of \( L_{no} \) is estimated to be on the order of 100 to 150 m, which gives a value for \( z_i \) of 575 to 875 m.

### Results From the Eddy Pair Model

Viewing the movement of the eddy pair on the scale of the geometry of the experiments, the variation of the sound speed in the atmosphere would appear to change slowly over the entire range of the experiment uniformly. Using a simple model of the wind speed in the atmosphere slowly varying from \( u_1 \) to \( u_2 \), the expected phase change can be calculated using

\[
\Delta \varphi = \frac{2\pi f R}{c_0^2}(u_1 - u_2)
\]  

where \( R \) is the propagation distance, \( c_0 \) is the sound speed at temperature \( T \), and \( f \) is the frequency of the signal. A comparison between the magnitude of the phase change for the simple model and the experimental results is shown in table 3.

### Conclusions

Experimental acoustic phase data definitely displays two variational time scales. The short term time variations can be attributed to the presence of small scale turbulence present in the atmosphere. The small scale turbulence does not account for the longer time variations in phase.
The large scale turbulence model is composed of pairs of vortices or eddies moving through the atmosphere at the mean wind speed. The scale parameters for the eddy pairs are determined from the available meteorological data composed of the maximum, minimum, and average wind speed over a five minute segment for four heights and meteorological theories of the behavior of the lower atmosphere. The constraint of the eddy pair moving through the field of propagation within five minutes is generally used as an upper bound for the dimensions of the eddy pair; however, it could be used as the size of the eddy pair if there is lack of available meteorological data.

The results of the eddy pair model were used to examine the phase fluctuations of the acoustic wave using a simple phase model. The input parameters for the model were determined from analysis of the acoustical and meteorological data collected in the experiments. The magnitude of the phase variations predicted using this model was found to be in very good agreement with the experimental results.
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Table 1. Estimation of Turner Classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Wind Speed (at 10m), m/s</th>
<th>Incoming Solar Radiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&lt;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Estimation of $L_{mo}$ for Various Turner Classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turner Class</th>
<th>- $L_{mo}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8-12 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12-20 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20-60 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;60 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Results from the Simple Phase Model for Run 2.1 of January.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_{\text{mea}}$ (deg)</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_{\text{pred}}$ (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>41°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.</td>
<td>72°</td>
<td>82°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.</td>
<td>155°</td>
<td>163°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free Atmosphere

Motion of air approximates to that of inviscid fluid.

Figure 1. Breakdown of the Lower Atmosphere.
Figure 2. Geometry For Jan. 11, 1985.
Figure 3a. Time Fluctuations for Low Wind Speed.

Figure 3b. Spectrum of Phase Fluctuations for Low Wind Speed.
Figure 4a. Time Fluctuations for High Wind Speed.
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Figure 4b. Spectrum of Phase Fluctuations for High Wind Speed.
Figure 5. Illustration of Eddy Pair in the Planetary Boundary Layer.

Figure 6. Horizontal Wind Speed vs. Height for $x = 0$, $\alpha_x = 0.0043\text{m}^{-1}$, $\alpha_z = 0.0087\text{m}^{-1}$, and $B = 2000\text{m}^2/\text{s}$.
Figure 7. Horizontal Wind Speed vs. Range for $z = -150, \alpha_x = 0.0043 \text{m}^{-1},$

$\alpha_x = 0.0087 \text{m}^{-1},$ and $B = 2000 \text{m}^2 / \text{s}.$